Mary Arkutik
January 18, 1924 - December 26, 2020

Mary Arkutik (née Telischak), dear wife of Alexander Nagy (deceased) and George Arkutik
(deceased), and beloved mother of Diane Nagy, passed away at home on December 26,
2020. Mary was born in 1924 and raised in Huntsburg, Ohio, daughter of Mary and
Theodore Telischak, and cherished sister of Steve Telischak, Nick Telischak, Al Telischak,
Ann Petrus, and Helen DeOreo (Montagner), all deceased. Mary embraced life as a
mother and secretary and was also a skilled seamstress. A kind and gentle woman, Mary
supported St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, and her family requests donations in her
name in lieu of flowers. Memorial services are being coordinated by Yurch Funeral Home.
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Archangel Michael Orthodox Church
5025 East Mill Road, Broadview Heights, OH, US,
44147

Comments

“

Diane-My condolences. I'd like to encourage you to hold on tight to the memories with your
Mom especially the ones that delight you most. Each will help comfort you over time.
Blessings to you, my friend.

Debbie Moore - December 30, 2020 at 03:34 PM

“

MEMORIES OF MY AUNT MARY – 12/29/2020
My Aunt Mary was a loving, kind and gentle woman. A few happy memories come to
mind, when I think of Aunt Mary. One was when Mary became engaged and wanted
to introduce her husband-to-be, Alexander to her family. My mom, Helen, hosted a
“getting to know you party” at my parents’ home where the entire Telischak family:
Grandpa Theodore, Grandma Mary, Uncles Alex, Steve, and Nick along with Aunts
Ann and Helen and their spouses gathered in our living room to meet Alexander. He
may well have been overwhelmed by the attention and commotion generated by this
large family. At some point after introductions and the shared meal, he escaped to
the dining room with my brother and me and we played board games while everyone
else socialized. He was quiet and unassuming and well liked by the family.
My wife Carol and I also have fond memories of Russian Christmas gatherings in
January at Aunt Ann’s beautiful, large home in Gates Mills. For many years Aunt
Ann, Aunt Mary and Aunt Helen prepared a huge traditional Christmas Eve dinner for
about 30 family members. I can still picture us all sitting at this extended long table
socializing and enjoying the delicious food prepared with love. The aunts and
grandparents were very particular about keeping the tradition of no meat or meat
products being served and only made the traditional Russian foods. Everything was
always delicious. It seemed like it always snowed and created a winter wonderland
that day. After dinner, we all gathered in the large, decorated living room with a
Christmas tree and a warm fire in the fireplace. Then we exchanged gifts, talked,
laughed and enjoyed each other’s company until late in the evening.
I miss those gatherings and still to this day recall the love and warm feelings that we
all experienced from being part of this large extended family. I miss them all and wish
we had spent more time with Aunt Mary and Diane in these later years.
In recent years, when Carol and I went on a bus trip with a group to a casino in
Pennsylvania, we ran into Aunt Mary and Diane. Apparently, it was a favorite pastime
of theirs to take day trips to near-by casinos. We spent a good part of the afternoon
visiting and catching up on news of our families. We were delighted with this
accidental meeting and a chance to reconnect with them.
God bless you Aunt Mary and may you rest in the Lord’s peace after a well-lived,
long life!
Your nephew, Ronald and Carol Telischak

Ronald Telischak - December 29, 2020 at 05:06 PM

“

Matthew M. purchased the Sweetest Sunrise Bouquet for the family of Mary Arkutik.

Matthew M. - December 29, 2020 at 04:42 PM

“

Nick & Beverly Montagner & family purchased the Beautiful Dreams for the family of
Mary Arkutik.

Nick & Beverly Montagner & family - December 29, 2020 at 11:59 AM

“

Tettie Mae was a joy to be around. So many fond memories of family getting together
and sharing. Grateful for all she has ment to us and our family.
Nick & Beverly Montagner

Nick & Beverly Montagner - December 29, 2020 at 11:43 AM

“

Beautiful in Blue was purchased for the family of Mary Arkutik.

December 29, 2020 at 07:04 AM

